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For beginning and novice players who want to play and win at Texas hold'em'95% of the

card-playing market'this is the perfect antidote. The book is designed for those players who want to

learn 'right now' and enjoy instant success at the tables. Fifty quick sections focus on key winning

concepts, making learning both easy and fast.
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Daniel Negreanu is the greatest young poker player in the world. He is a two-time World Poker Tour

champion, winner of four bracelets at the World Series of Poker, and a contributor to Super System

2. Since 1997, he has won more major tournament than any other player in the world. He is

currently the second all-time leading money winner on the World Poker Tour Circuit. In 2004,

Negreanu finished in the money in five World Series events, and won the Player of the Year award.

"Hold 'em Wisdom" is the appropriate title for this fantastic book! Anyone who has seen Daniel

Negreanu play Texas Hold 'Em on television can plainly see the man is gifted in the ways of poker.

This book is a very easy, non-convoluted read. Daniel cuts to the marrow of what it takes to make a

novice poker player better, an intermediately skilled poker player great, and an expert understand

what he's dealing with with less skilled players at the table. Although he touches on the varying

types of play (tournament, limit, etc.), this book primarily deals with no-limit cash play. Daniels

follow-up book, "More Hold 'em Wisdom", expands into techniques and examples drawn from all

disciplines. I am a competent player. This book improved my game ten-fold! The book deals less

with the mechanics of the game. It drives home the essential outlook and the things you should be



concentrating on at a table with varyingly skilled players. He does get into specifics and the

mathematics involved (odds, etc.). However, the beauty is less in the "logic" and more in the

"wisdom" necessary to make poker less about "luck." Making informed decisions by reading your

opponents, understanding "position", and tapping into the psychology necessary to dominate

players that are myopic in their approach.

stuff you never would have imagined. easy to understand

This book isn't Negreanu's greatest, if you want that buy "Power Holdem Strategy". However this

book covers some very important concepts that any poker enthusiast should bear in mind before

sitting at a poker table. This wont be your last book on the subject, nor should it be the only book for

that matter, but it definitely stands out as being a "must read" if you love the game and would like to

take yours to the next level.

I like the short chapters/tips format. Since I got this book plus his "More Hold'Em Wisdom", my play

has really improved.(Went from #35 out of 90 players in my free tavern poker league to #1 for this

past 12 week session.)I have summarized his advice in my mind into 3 parts. This is now my

"mantra" which I review before each playing session. Did not give it 5 stars only because it does not

have the serious weight of the Brunson or Harrison classics."Big Lulu"

This was a gift for a friend. He liked it, so 5 stars!

This book really helped me break my losing streak after I tried a couple of strategies.

Great book. Daniel is my favorite poker player, and this book proves what a champ he really is. I

learned a few things that I've never been able to understand, so all in all it's a great book.

Good book with a lot of insight. Bought as a gift for my father and he throughly enjoyed the book.

Great for any poker player
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